It is known that surface tension-capillary pumping is an effective driving force in a microchannel, however a power-free mixer that uses only surface tension has not yet been achieved. In the present study, a power-free method is explored to perform mixing in a microchannel without any external active mechanisms such as pumps, valves or external energies like electrostatic or magnetic fields. The mixer is cost effective as the channel is designed to have no sidewalls with the liquid being confined to flow between a bottom hydrophilic stripe and a top-covered hydrophobic substrate. It is found from both theoretical analysis and experiments that for a given channel width, the flow rate solely due to capillary pumping can be maximized at an optimal channel height. The flow rate is in the order of nanoliters per second, for example, the flow rate is 0.65 nL s −1 at the optimal channel height 13 µm, given the channel width 100 µm. It is most crucial to this power-free mixing device that two liquid species must be well mixed before the liquids are transported to exit to a reservoir. For this purpose, asymmetric staggered grooved cavities are optimally arranged on the bottom substrate of the channel to help mixing two different liquid species. It is shown that maximum mixing occurs when the depth of the grooved structures is about two-thirds of the total channel height.
Introduction
In the past few years, many research efforts have been directed toward developing an effective means to drive, guide and mix multiple fluid species in a microchannel. A useful microfabricated system requires mixing for initiation and activation of a physical or chemical process, such as in drug delivery [1, 2] , biochemical synthesis [3, 4] , premixing in fuel cells [5, 6] . Miniaturized systems have better performance if the multi-fluidic system can be driven efficiently and the different species can be mixed rapidly in the course of fluid transport [7] [8] [9] [10] .
It has been difficult to miniaturize liquid mixers on the micro-scale due to the need of external energy resources. Most of these methods employ either actuators such as pumps or valves to provide a pressure gradient or external resources to provide thermal energy [11] or to produce electrostatic or magnetic fields [12, 13] to drive the fluidic inside the microchannel. Often a relatively large support is needed for the desired actuation, thus limiting the capability of system miniaturization and integration. In the literature, there are passive methods [14] [15] [16] and active methods [17, 18] proposed to enhance mixing in a microchannel. Active methods require external devices for improving mixing, while passive methods for mixing need no energy input but may still require a pump or pressure head to drive the fluids through the channel.
In the present study, the capillarity force is the only mechanism for driving the fluids through the microchannel. Being proportional to the contact length, the capillarity force employed as the driving mechanism on the microscale is advantageous to many other forces. It is clear that pressure force scales down quadratically and the inertia force decreases cubically with decreasing linear dimension. According to [19, 20] , magnetic forces scale down from quadratically to quartically and the electrostatic forces scale down from linearly to cubically with decreasing linear dimension. Moreover, unlike magnetic or electrostatic forces which must be applied externally, capillarity is a surface property and is ideal for pumping fluids passively. However, previous applications [11, 12, 21, 22] of capillarity force in micro-fabrication require external mechanisms for controlling the capillarity. For example, the external mechanism could be thermal-capillary [11] , electromagnetic [12] , electro-kinetic [21] or a syringe pump [22] .
The key concept of making sole use of the surface tension force is to increase the surface-to-volume ratio by reducing the depth of the channel. But the reduction cannot be continued ad infinitum as the viscous frictional force also increases. Another important concept is the reduction of the flow resistance between the fluid and the walls of the channel. They can be achieved by fabricating the microchannel to have no sidewalls; the idea was proposed sometime ago by the present authors [23, 24] and others [22, 25] . Figure 1 shows the current mixer for microchannels. Unlike in [7] where the liquid flow is confined by two-sided hydrophilic stripes, the flow channel here is defined by a bottom hydrophilic stripe (silicon dioxide) deposited on a hydrophobic substrate (Teflon) and a fully topcovered hydrophobic substrate, leaving both sides in direct contact with air. The design is cost effective because we do not have to use sidewalls, and there is no need to align hydrophilic stripes on the opposite substrates (as there is only one hydrophilic stripe on the bottom substrate). Once the fluid is pipetted into the entrance, the capillary pumping generated by the liquid meniscus at the hydrophilic interface will drag the fluid into the microchannel. It is remarked here that the top cover cannot be entirely hydrophilic because then once the fluid is introduced to the entrance, it will spread over and fill in the space between the top and the bottom substrates.
Basic principle

Theory for a capillary pump without cavities
For straight microchannels, Bouaidat et al [25] recently proposed an approximate theory to model the motion of the viscous liquid meniscus driven by capillarity. They made several key approximations for the majority of flow which is measured far away from the entrance and end regions: (ii) the area of the front meniscus is independent of the position of the meniscus, (iii) the viscous flow behaviors can be described by the Poiseuille flow with a uniform shear stress τ ≈ 6 µv/ h where µ is the viscosity of the liquid andv is the average flow velocity, and (iv) the average flow velocityv is equal to the speed of the meniscusẋ where x is the distance measured downstream from the entrance.
In addition, let ρ denote the density of the fluid, µ the dynamic viscosity, γ the surface tension and θ b and θ t the contact angles at the bottom and top interfaces, respectively. Then the equation of motion for the meniscus for α ≡ x 2 is
Here, we have two-dimensional constants
which are, respectively, the viscosity-related coefficient and the capillarity-related coefficient. By imposing the initial conditions x(0) = 0 andẋ(0) = 0 on equation (1), the temporal evolution of the meniscus is given by
The speed of the meniscus is readily obtained by differentiating the result with respect to time t,
Equation (4) can be used to optimize the channel height for a given channel width. First of all, we note that the relaxation time τ ≡ A −1 = ρh 2 /12µ is small relative to the timescale of the flow passage. Take, for example, the channel height h = 10 µm with the density of water 1.0 g cm −3 , its dynamic viscosity 0.01 g cm −1 s −1 at the room temperature 20
• C. The relaxation time τ is about 8.3 × 10 −6 s, which is negligibly small compared to the time of flow passing through the channel on the order of several seconds. Therefore, equation (4) can be readily simplified tȯ
where
Equation (5) shows that the speed of the meniscusẋ(t) is inversely proportional to the square root of the time with the proportional constant C. One immediate consequence of the expression for C is that it places an upper limit for the capillary flow by requiring positivity of the term inside the square root, that is,
Moreover, maximizing the flow speed for a given time t is equivalent to optimizing the constant C by differentiating equation (6) with respect to the channel height h; this gives
at the optimal channel height
It is interesting to note that the optimal channel height h opt is exactly one-half of the upper limit of the channel height
h upper . Figure 2 shows a plot of the proportional constant C versus the channel height h with different settings of the channel width w. In the present study, the channel is l = 2 cm long and w = 100 µm wide, and the average contact angles for the top hydrophobic and bottom hydrophilic interfaces are about 110
• and 30
• , respectively. The upper limit for the channel height for capillarity pumping is h upper ≈ 26 µm and the optimal channel height h opt ≈ 13 µm. Under this optimal condition, the flow rate Q = whv is about 0.65 nL s −1 where we have used the average speedv = 500 µm s −1 . In order to measure the velocity, the frames in the video at different times are taken, and the location of the liquid front is measured. We can then calculate the velocity along the microchannel.
The theoretical result is confirmed by experiments by measuring the velocity profile versus time for different channel heights. Figure 3 shows that the maximum flow rate of deionization (DI) water driven by capillary pumping occurs • , respectively.
at h opt = 13 µm in the range from 3 to 21 µm; this is in very close agreement with the theoretical analysis. It is noted that the measured speed of the meniscus from experiments under the optimal condition becomes smaller compared to the theoretical result from time t = 4 s. This is reasonable because the flow in experiments should slow down as the flow makes its first turn at about t = 4 s, while the theoretical analysis is valid for straight channels.
Enhanced wave motions and mixing by asymmetric staggered grooved cavities
The idea of using a staggered herringbone mixer or grooved mixer was first introduced by Stroock et al [7] [8] [9] [10] . The staggered herringbone mixer can generate three-dimensional helical recirculation and mix the fluids efficiently in the microchannel. Theoretically, they derive a simple analytical expression to interpret the mixing mechanism for a pressuredriven flow over oblique grooved surfaces. The flow introduces a net flux with a transverse component, and a helical recirculation follows owing to the constraint by the sidewall boundaries.
In the present study, hydrophilic asymmetric staggered grooved cavities are etched out of the bottom substrate in order to generate significant three-dimensional mixing of the fluids by enhanced wave motions. Figure 4 shows the length scales of the present design of the microchannel. The channel height is denoted by h, the width by w, the total channel length by l, the depth of the cavities by d, the length of the cavities along the channel by e, the spacing between the two neighboring cavities on the same side by s and the spacing between the two successive staggered grooved cavities by s 1 on the opposite sides of the channel. Here, the edges of the cavities are oblique to the main flow direction; the sloping angles of the cavities on the two opposite sides are denoted by α and β, respectively. In addition, there are lengths transverse to the channel a, b and c, where a and c are, respectively, the transverse widths of the cavities on the different sides of the channel and b = w − a − c is the clearance for the liquids passing between the cavities on the opposite sides. In view of the theory of section 2.1, the total channel height h tot = h + d should not exceed the optimal height h opt , and it is noted that for the design of a power-free mixer, we must choose shallower channels (h w) to have strong capillarity to drive the flow and deeper cavities (d > h) to introduce transverse mixing by generating shear instabilities. The cavity depth d cannot be too large nor too small relative to the channel height h. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the advancing front at different depth d of the cavities. As the fluid passes over the cavity, the surface tension first drags the fluid downward. If the cavity is too deep, the fluid would experience a channel of larger height and cannot pass through it. If the cavity depth d is less than a critical value, the surface tension will be enough to drag the fluid downward to the bottom and continue the motion of the liquid; however, the cavities cannot be too shallow because then there is little effect in mixing enhancement. Each encounter of two liquid species over a cavity causes a swirl in the cavity which in turn twists the flow in the main channel, and after many twists, this eventually leads to the development of threedimensional shear flow instabilities in the flow. As shown in figure 5 , when the fluids pass over the cavities, the oblique orientation of the cavity to the main stream generates shear flow (vorticity) with alternative signs along the channel. The flow will eventually become a significant wavy motion with the wavelength approximately equal to the spacing between the neighboring cavities s. Ideally, the asymmetric cavities on the opposite sides can generate two parallel, in-phase wave motions; these in-phase wave motions are now achieved by placing the cavities in the midst of the neighboring cavities on the opposite sides. 
Fabrication procedure
All these concepts put together entail the following fabrication procedure, as shown in figure 6 . 
Results and discussion
Effect of asymmetric staggered grooved cavities
For a useful comparison, we consider two cases that distinguish the microchannel with or without asymmetric staggered grooved cavities. In order to observe the mixing process, DI water and fluorescent DI water were pipetted into the microchannel. The fluorescent DI water was prepared by adding red fluorescent spheres (R900, Duke Scientific Corp.) into DI water. The concentration is 1% w/w and the diameter of spheres is 0.93 µm. The two liquid species were introduced into the entrance of the microchannel of 100 µm width and 2 cm length and transported to the end of the microchannel without any driving mechanisms other than the surface tension force. The mixing process is visualized by a cooling CCD camera (DP50, OLYMPUS) under a microscope (BX60M, OLYMPUS). The mixing rate in the microchannel is analyzed by an imaging technique that measures the proportion A% of the area occupied by the fluorescent particles at different locations along the microchannel. The mixing efficiency of the device is defined to be
Figure 7(a) shows the flow field in the smooth channel design, where the flow is essentially a laminar flow till the end of the channel. The mixing of the two working liquids is not significant, being only through molecular diffusion across the interface of the two liquid species. Figure 7(b) , on the other hand, shows that the design with asymmetric staggered grooved structures has significant mixing between the two liquid species in the microchannel.
Controlling parameters of mixing efficiency
In order to identify the major factors that affect the mixing, we shall vary (i) the height ratio d:h, (ii) the sloping angles α, β and (iii) the transverse length ratio a:b:c with the fixed channel height h = 3 µm, width w = 100 µm, the side length of the cavities along the channel e = 60 µm, the spacing s = 250 µm of the neighboring cavities on the same side and the spacing s 1 = 125 µm of the alternating cavities on the opposite side. Depth height ratio. First of all, we vary the height ratio d:h from 1:1 to 2:1 with the sloping angles fixed at α = 45
• , β = 45
• and the transverse length ratio at a:b:c = 7:0:3. Figure 8 shows the results of the mixing efficiency measured at different locations along the microchannel. At a smaller height ratio d:h = 1:1, the mixing efficiency improves a little, but becomes more significant as the ratio exceeds 1.6:1. The mixing efficiency Z increases monotonically with increasing d:h until it reaches 2:1 at which the efficiency is nearly 100%, compared to 22% for the case without staggered grooved cavities at the exit of the microchannel. Beyond the critical ratio d:h = 2:1 the fluid flow would become laminar by forming a meandering passage in the part of the microchannel without entering the etched staggered grooved cavities ( figure 9 ). On the other hand, the total length h + d of the channel height h and the cavity depth d cannot exceed 13 µm for the flow to pass over all the cavities. It is noted that the maximum total height h + d for the channel with staggered grooved cavities would be less than that for the channel without staggered grooved cavities.
Transverse length ratio. Next, we vary the transverse length scales a:b:c with the fixed height ratio 2:1 and the angle α = 45
• (β = 45
• ). Figure 10 shows the results of mixing efficiency Z measured at different locations along the microchannel. For the case of symmetric transverse cavity lengths a:b:c = 4:2:4, the mixing efficiency already shows a better value than the case without staggered grooved cavities. But the mixing efficiency can be enhanced significantly by placing asymmetric transverse lengths of cavities (a > c) for which the sum a + c is made large but cannot exceed the channel width w. The best transverse length ratio we obtain for the most conspicuous mixing is a:b:c = 7:0:3 at which the clearance of a straight fluid passage b = w − a − c is zero. However, it is noted that if the sum of the transverse cavity lengths a +c is larger than the channel width w, the fluid flow would be completely blocked and there is no through-flow in the microchannel. Figure 11 shows snapshots of the flow field for different transverse length ratios a:b:c, captured at the location 10 mm downstream of the channel entrance. As we can see from these photographs, the streamlines are relatively flat at a:b:c = 4:2:4 or 5:2:3. But at the higher level of asymmetry with a:b:c = 6:2:2 and 7:0:3, the streamlines near the interface of the two liquid species form a wavy pattern, which is enormously different from those in a channel without the design of asymmetric staggered grooved cavities. The fluid particles begin to rotate as it passes over each cavity; this twists the streamlines to form a wavy pattern. The many cavities on different sides enhance this instability by the asymmetric staggered grooved arrangement. The best arrangement of the staggered grooves should be in phase with the wavelength of instability. For example, the measured wavelength of the instability from figure 11(d) is about 220 µm which is close to the spacing s = 250 µm of the two neighboring cavities on the same side.
Sloping angle of the cavities. Another critical aspect is to examine the effect of the sloping angles α and β. For comparison, we fix the height ratio at d:h = 2:1 and the transverse length ratio at a:b:c = 7:0:3. Figure 12 shows the results of mixing efficiency measured at different locations along the microchannel. It is first observed that the effect for enhancing is minimal if the cavities are placed with its transverse edges perpendicular to the mean flow direction. At the angle α = 90
, although the fluids enter into and stride across the cavities yet this does not produce a transverse force to affect rotation of the fluid particles. The flow field does not change much from what it is for a microchannel without asymmetric staggered grooved cavities, and remain essentially laminar. The best angle to produce a transverse force would be α = 45
• (β = 45 • ). At these angles, the fluid particles experience a stronger shear force as they pass the edge of a cavity, and the transverse component forces the particles to rotate, twisting the streamlines and eventually leading to substantial flow instabilities after passing several cavities. Figure 13 shows the flow patterns at different stages of flow development with the optimal parameters: the height ratio at d:h = 2:1, the sloping angles at α = 45
• (β = 45 • ) and the transverse length ratio at a:b:c = 7:0:3. The flow is laminar at the entrance region ( figure 13(a) ), but then gradually turns to be vortical when passing through the first few asymmetric staggered grooved cavities as the fluid particles start to scatter ( figure 13(b) ). The fluids reach the stage of 45% mixing at the distance 5 mm downstream of the entrance ( figure 13(c) ), and finally reaches a stage of almost fully mixing at the distance 15 mm downstream of the entrance ( figure 13(d) ). Under these optimal specifications, the device can transport and mix the liquids very efficiently within 40 s from one end of the channel to another. More precisely, the volume flow rate for complete mixing is 6 nL (h × w × l = 3 µm × 100 µm × 0.02 m, d = 6 µm) at an interval of 40 s.
Concluding remarks
In summary, the presently proposed nanoliter mixer for microchannels has the following features. It is power free with the surface tension-capillary pumping the only mechanism for driving liquids. The microchannel is designed to have no sidewalls for reducing the frictional force, with the fluid being confined to the flow between the bottom hydrophilic stripe and the fully top-covered hydrophobic substrate. It is shown from both theoretical analysis and experiments that the optimal channel height for straight channels is one-half of the least upper limit of the channel height for capillary pumping. Flow instabilities are induced to enhance mixing by the carefully designed asymmetric staggered grooved cavities on the bottom hydrophilic substrate. The spacing of the staggered grooved structures is chosen to be approximately in phase with the wavelength of the induced flow instability for resonant magnification. In achieving full mixing at the exit of the microchannel, we found the optimal conditions if the ratio of the cavity depth to the channel height is d:h = 2:1, the transverse length ratio is a:b:c = 7:0:3 and the sloping angle of the cavity edges is α = β = 45
• . The asymmetry of the transverse cavity lengths a and c with zero passage for straight fluid flow b helps the development of flow instabilities. A sloping angle of 45
• is best to produce transverse shear forces to rotate the fluid particles, twisting the streamlines that alter the laminar flow pattern to be vortical. The device mixes liquid species at the rate of a few nanoliters within tens of seconds. For example, at the optimal ratio d:h = 6 µm:3 µm for complete mixing, given the channel width w = 100 µm, the flow rate is 6 nL at the interval of 40 s; this qualifies the current device as a nanoliter mixer for microchannels. All these salient features render the presently proposed capillary pumping nanoliter mixer for microchannels cost effective as the entire device is easily amenable to miniaturization by the modern fabrication technique of planar lithography.
